Magnesium: The missing element in molecular views of cell proliferation control.
The quantitative study of regulation of cell growth and proliferation began with the development of the technique for monolayer culture of vertebrate cells in the late 1960s. The basic parameters were defined in the early physiological studies, which continued through the next decade. These included specific and non-specific growth factors and the requirement for continuous exposure to such factors through most of the G1 period for progression to S. In the course of this work, the diversity of biochemical responses and the critical role of increased protein synthesis and accumulation for the onset of DNA synthesis were elucidated. In particular, a central role of free cytosolic Mg2+ in direct regulation of protein synthesis and in ancillary processes as a response to membrane perturbation was established. Eventually, the physiological era was superseded by the molecular era beginning in the 1980s. This work focussed on specific receptors for growth factors that entrained a protein kinase cascade, which terminated in a higher frequency of initiation of protein synthesis. However, the molecular studies virtually ignored the key results of the physiological era. Recent studies of the penultimate molecular steps in the regulatory pathway of protein synthesis, however, have supported a model of growth regulation involving membrane perturbation and MgATP2- concentration, results that integrate the findings of the physiological and molecular eras. The resulting relatively simple "membrane, magnesium mitosis" (MMM) model of proliferation control can explain the seeming paradox of the variety of specific and non-specific growth-enhancing treatments that are mediated by the plasma membrane and which bring about a shared, complex but coordinated growth response that drives cell proliferation.